
 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 2024 

In celebration of our 15th year breeding alpacas we are excited to announce that Red Granite 

Ranch is offering introductory breeding prices of $2,500 to SIX (6) Upcoming Superstars of 

our Herdsire row until the end of the year! To make things sweeter, we are offering a multiple 

purchase discount! Combined, these males have over 60 Championships & 8 Judges' Choice 

Awards! There’s a little something for everyone in terms of color, lineage, fiber traits, and more! 

We recommend that you don't miss out, it's rare we offer such things. 

  

#1 - Red Granites Estaban By Val D Lsere (Dark Fawn, EeAa1 Classic-Grey) 

Red Granites Estaban is a stylish son of VAL D LSERE, and has a maternal lineage with some 

of the strongest and most influential grey genetics, namely: ATV Adonnis & Aussie .38 Special. 

He is a multiple time champion, both in halter & walking fleece competitions, and was the 2023 

Illinois Alpaca Show Male Judges' Choice winner under Ken Hibbits. He has very favorable 

genetics on his top & bottom side. He will start breeding for us this Spring and we are excited to 

see what he brings to the RGR program, especially the grey side. 

▪ Extremely Dense 

▪ Uniform in micron across body 

▪ Carries Classic-Grey 

▪ Phenotypically perfect with great substance of bone  

▪ Proven in the show ring  

▪ High-Frequency fleece style 

▪ Top 10% EPDs 

#2 - Red Granites Casper By Val D Lsere (White, eeAa2) 

An upstanding Futurity & National Champion, Red Granites Casper carries through with one of 

the highest white/light developed fleece by Red Granites Val D Lsere, but that is no surprise 

considering his maternal genetics. His dam combines Lancaster & Beethoven. His dam is a 

"STUD" female and has produced numerous champions, most notably a full-sister to Casper, 

Red Granites Cinnamon. She sold at the 2020 Amber Autumn Auction for $40,000 to a Belgium 

breeder, she has 4 Judges' Choice wins to her name before being exported. Another notable 

sibling is RGR Colo Lsere By Val D Lsere, he won the 2023 AOA National White Male Color 

Champion banner as a juvenile! Casper himself has won 2 Spirit of the Fiber Industry Awards, 2 

Judges' Choice awards in fleece, 2 Best Crimp, 1 Best Brightness, and 17 Championships. In 

https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3941602/red-granites-estaban-by-val-d-lsere
https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3928808/red-granites-casper-by-val-d-lsere


fleece shows, he has scored as high as 87.5, 88, and 89 points! Casper's first progeny will be 

welcomed this year, and we have very high expectations! 

▪ Merino style fleece style; extremely high frequency & high amplitude  

▪ Longevity in fleece traits 

▪ Great style & phenotype 

▪ Covers Black 

▪ Blinding brightness 

▪ Improved Density + Fleece Weight 

▪ Proven show winner in fleece, walking fleece, and halter 

▪ Top 1.4% - 12.7% EPDs 

#3 - Red Granites Bracken By Val D Lsere (White, Pending test) 

Excellence in COLOR & WHITE, Red Granites Bracken brings a lot to the table. He has 7 Best 

Bred & Owned Male wins and 2 Championship wins, one being the 2021 AOA National White 

Male Reserve Invited Champion. He is unique in the fact that his dam is a Maple Brooks 

Barnabus daughter. She was one of the finest animals of Heart's Desire Farm with a first-year 

micron of 12.2 and curv of 62.9. All of her offspring have made it in our program, which is 

getting harder and harder each year! Bracken has stayed fine with a 19.8 micron in 2023 and 4.0 

SD with a 4-inch staple length! Bracken's first cria was welcomed in 2023, and he was an 

absolute knockout! If you want to add extremely valuable genetics to your herd that have 

extreme longevity - please consider Bracken!  

▪ Unique blend of Genetics 

▪ Proven show winner in halter 

▪ Proven sire 

▪ Longevity in fleece traits 

▪ Extreme coverage & phenotype 

▪ Improved Fineness & Uniformity 

▪ Top 1% EPDs 

#4 - RGR Boco Raton By Val D Lsere (Dark Fawn, Pending test) 

This male just keeps getting better, just like his sire. RGR Boco Raton By Val D Lsere is a 

Futurity & National Champion, with 5 Judges' Choice awards thus far! His fleece is so good that 

we decided to take him out at show when he is almost 4-years of age! Judges' rave about his 

phenotype and extremely highly aligned fleece. He is line-bred off of Snowmass Matrix Rose 

and has MFI Peruvian Presumption & Black Peruvian Royal Forest also in his pedigree. His first 

progeny will arrive in 2024, AOA Judge Beverly Brehm even jumped on his breeding’s last 

Spring, breeding her Supreme Champion female to him! We have high expectations for this guy, 

and plan on closing/limiting his breeding’s after this year! 

▪ Super high-frequency fleece 

▪ Merino fleece style 

▪ Density, Density, Density 

https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3929368/red-granites-bracken-by-val-d-lsere
https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3938870/rgr-boco-raton-by-val-d-lsere


▪ Longevity in fleece traits 

▪ Proven show winner in both halter & fleece (Even at a mature breeding 

age!) 

▪ Phenotype +++ 

▪ Top 3.5% - 21.4% EPDs 

#5 - Red Granites Bojangles (Beige, Pending test) 

Together with leading sires in his pedigree: XXXtreme, Matrix Majesty, and Matrix, Bojangles 

ranks among Legionnaires top-winning sons. Legionnaire has sired champions in the United 

States & Canada, with offspring standing all over the world. He even sired the densest alpaca 

biopsied! He inherited plenty of the talent that had made Legionnaire, but also from his esteemed 

dam: Snowmass Matrix Breckenridge, who is related to Snowmass Smokin & Snowmass Divine 

Legacy XX via her dam, Snowmass Cashmina. Matrix Breckenridge is in the depth of our color 

and white breeding program. Bojangles has lingering fineness and uniformity which his EPDs 

reveal should be passed onto his progeny! At 4Yo he held a 19.9-micron fleece with a 3.8 SD. 

We welcomed Bojangles first crias in 2023 and were astonished with the quality! If you want 

improved EPDs and fiber traits - BO is your man, it is locked in on each side of his pedigree! 

▪ High-Frequency fleece 

▪ Density 

▪ Micron uniformity ++ 

▪ Phenotype & Style 

▪ Genetics proven to create show winners 

▪ Proven show winner 

▪ Longevity in fleece traits 

▪ 0.2% - 12.3 % EPDs (4 traits in Top 1%) 

#6 - Red Granites Mufasa (White, Pending test) 

If you are wanting to excel your white program then take a look at MUFASA. A cross of Accoyo 

America Road Warrior paired with Snowmass Sub-Zero and Accoyo America Polaris. The 

pairing that produced Red Granites Mufasa was designed to produce an animal that would 

maximize the potential to further improve our herd's micron uniformity with retained fineness 

without losing density. His first fleece tested at an AFD of 15.6, SD 3.3 and a CURV of 58.3. 

Uniformity and fineness with high frequency staples are not a problem for this male. We entered 

Mufasa in the Innovative Fleece Assessment AOA National Fleece Show 2021. Mufasa won 

grade zero level! His microns across his blanket were; Shoulder 14.6, Mid Side 14.0, Rump 15.3, 

Low Mid Side 14.4, for an average of 14.6 across the blanket and a variance of 1.3 microns. If 

you're looking to breed the next level of elite white fleeces and need density, fineness, 

uniformity, and frequency, Mufasa is the one for you! Mufasa's first progeny are due in 2024. 

▪ High-Frequency 

▪ Grade 0 IFA Winner 

▪ Extreme uniformity in micron 

▪ Proven show winner in halter, fleece, and walking fleece 

https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3938737/red-granites-bojangles
https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3938343/red-granites-mufasa


▪ Phenotype & Style ++ 

▪ Top 10% EPDs 

▪ Longevity in fleece traits 

  

NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH SUGARLAND ALACAS 

PLEASE CONTACT EITHER FARM FOR STUD FEE, BREEDINGS ARE LIMITED. PASCAL 

IS NOT PART OF OUR BREEDING SPECIAL, HIS STUD FEE IS DIFFERENT. 

Red Granites Pascal By Val D Lsere (Bay Black, Pending test) 

A Futurity & National Champion Herdsire, PASCAL has a lineage packed to the brim with 

outstanding genetics of COLOR! Red Granites Pascal comes from two high-end breeding lines 

meshed into one pedigree. His three-time supreme champion sire, Red Granites Val D Lsere - 

who is arguably the best son of Snowmass Mr. Sizlin Rose, the 2016 Futurity Herdsire of the 

Year winner in the Large Breeder Division. His dam, Mountain Sky’s Secret Passion a direct 

daughter of Wolf Den’s Dark Secret. Daughters of Dark Secret are rare to acquire due to the 

high-interest in them and the keeping of genetic lines by his owners, we were lucky when Secret 

Passion was offered for sale at auction. Secret Passion has given us beautiful progeny each 

season, all of which have won at least one championship, two of which has won Judges' Choice 

awards, a true testament of her quality! For those who do not know, Dark Secret is the sire of 

Autumn Sun’s Black Maelstrom, a 13-time Black Champion sire who is highly sought after. 

Pascal is the first cross of these genetics and he is everything one would hope for! Pascal is now 

co-owned with Sugarland Alpacas; and we can’t wait to see what he does! 

▪ Judges' Choice as a BLACK 

▪ Proven show winner in halter, fleece, and walking fleece 

▪ Unique & proven genetics 

▪ Longevity in fleece traits 

▪ Phenotype ++ 

▪ Extreme Density & High Frequency fleece 

▪ Top 15% EPDs 

 

 

If you are interested in a breeding to any of the other SIX Stud Males (For those interested in 

Pascal, please contact either farm for stud fee), please get in touch with us 

at: rgralpacas@hughes.net or cadencer.rgralpacas@gmail.com! 

We can’t wait to work with you! 

 

https://www.redgraniteranch.com/animal/3939131/red-granites-pascal-by-val-d-lsere
mailto:rgralpacas@hughes.net
mailto:cadencer.rgralpacas@gmail.com

